Multi atlas based segmentation: should we prefer the best atlas group over the group of best atlases?
Multi atlas based segmentation (MABS) uses a database of atlas images, and an atlas selection process is used to choose an atlas subset for registration and voting. In the current state of the art, atlases are chosen according to a similarity criterion between the target subject and each atlas in the database. In this paper, we propose a new concept for atlas selection that relies on selecting the best performing group of atlases rather than the group of highest scoring individual atlases. Experiments were performed using CT images of 50 patients, with contours of brainstem and parotid glands. The dataset was randomly split into two groups: 20 volumes were used as an atlas database and 30 served as target subjects for testing. Classic oracle selection, where atlases are chosen by the highest dice similarity coefficient (DSC) with the target, was performed. This was compared to oracle group selection, where all the combinations of atlas subgroups were considered and scored by computing DSC with the target subject. Subsequently, convolutional neural networks were designed to predict the best group of atlases. The results were also compared with the selection strategy based on normalized mutual information (NMI). Oracle group was proven to be significantly better than classic oracle selection (p < 10-5). Atlas group selection led to a median ± interquartile DSC of 0.740 ± 0.084, 0.718 ± 0.086 and 0.670 ± 0.097 for brainstem and left/right parotid glands respectively, outperforming NMI selection 0.676 ± 0.113, 0.632 ± 0.104 and 0.606 ± 0.118 (p < 0.001) as well as classic oracle selection. The implemented methodology is a proof of principle that selecting the atlases by considering the performance of the entire group of atlases instead of each single atlas leads to higher segmentation accuracy, being even better then current oracle strategy. This finding opens a new discussion about the most appropriate atlas selection criterion for MABS.